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Gary Stamp CPAGB
I am a 50 year old disabled photographer who, after a series of operations in 2003, was never
able to return to work. I needed something to pass the time, so returned to an early passion:
photography. Having completed a ten week online Open University Photography course, in
early 2009 I joined Gateway Camera Club in Dover.
As I began to attain good marks, my hobby became an obsession - in a good way. It wasn’t until
2016 however, that I decided to go for my CPAGB. I was pleased to gain a score of 231 out of
300 and, although I had submitted a selection of both portraits and nature, it was my nature
images which scored the highest.
I still enjoy many styles of photography, but it always seems to be my nature images that do
me proud. I would say that one of my biggest achievements is that most of the images originate
from my garden, which I have systematically developed into a haven for nature over the last six
years. My next aim is to gain my DPAGB and to submit further images in order to complete my
FIAP accreditation.

http://www.gatewaycameraclub.co.uk/ and Flickr at https://www.flickr.com/photos/28356703@N02/

https://www.hahnemuehle.com/en/hahnemuehle.html
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AWARDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC MERIT

ONE TO ONE

ADVISORY SESSIONS
We will be offering advisory sessions on the
PAGB Stand on all four days of The Show
for CPAGB, DPAGB and MPAGB. You may
bring PDI or Prints for helpful criticism and
advice. The advisory slots book up fast, so
apply as early as you can.
See below…

< CLICK HERE if you missed e-news 221 extra, which includes
dozens of pictures from entrants to CPAGB and DPAGB, and
which links you to an online gallery of these photographs.
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Brian Clark MPAGB
I have never been quite sure why landscape photography has become such an important part
of my life. I suspect it is a combination of my love of exploring the natural world and a need to
indulge in creative expression. It certainly rates as one of the most frustrating, yet intensely
satisfying activities I have experienced. A friend likened it to fishing, where a great deal of time
and effort can be invested for very little return, but every now and then you land a big one
which keeps you coming back. Of course much depends on being in the
right place at the right time and recognising a good composition. Being
open minded helps with visualisation as does experience but often it’s a
bit like chasing rainbows.
I don’t believe the camera can ever capture nature as we observe it with
all our senses although it took me a while to accept that. I generally aim
to create images which evoke some of the experience I felt in being at a
location. Lately, I have found myself drawn to landscapes which are not
overly complex in content and in which there are fewer tonal and colour
conflicts. Often, this means photographing in softer light and being more mindful of tonal and
colour relationships within the frame.
Over the years I have been fortunate to have been able to visit some wonderful countries, often
in the company of some inspiring photographers and I feel I have benefited greatly from these
experiences. In early 2018 I had the opportunity of visiting Hokkaido in Japan and my Masters
of Print image was shot there. Hokkaido was without doubt the most inspiring place I have
visited for landscape photography. Winter brings vast amounts of snow and together with the
many solitary trees and soft light it provides some superb opportunities for arranging the type
of simple compositions which I enjoy most.

https://www.brianclarkphotography.com
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“Two Trees” by Brian Clark MPAGB
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<“Mountain Sunrise”
by
Brian Clark MPAGB
Accepted to the
2018 masters of print
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AUDREY MARSH
Audrey Marsh joined the Lytham St Annes P.S., with her husband David, in 1960 following a
visit to the annual exhibition. David became completely immersed, in photography and, as a
key member of the club, he became embroiled also in the affairs of the Joint Fylde, the L:&CPU
and the PAGB which he served as President 1991-93. In all these area Audrey gave
him unstinting support while bringing up their three children. This was recognised by Lytham
St Annes P.S. with the award of Honorary Life Membership, as was David previously.
Audrey became an excellent competitive photographer herself, which was illustrated in a panel
at the annual exhibition, one year, under the banner "If you can't beat 'im, join 'im".
David predeceased Audrey by several years.

Douglas Couzens, Lytham St Annes P.S

All entrants will receive a copy of the superb masters of print catalogue
by post. It is quite a big job, but you should all have received your copy by
the end of January
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profile - Mike Cullis ARPS DPAGB

Lumix, Carcass Island
I returned home just before Christmas, after a tough 2 weeks of Wildlife Photography in
the Falkland Islands. 21 hour flight. Wind and sand blown, with days lasting up to
17hours, wearing 3 layers of clothes to stay warm, usually lying flat on the tussock grass,
sand or rock to get the best camera angle! My knees have complained!
This life changing experience demoted my camera to simply enjoying the wildlife - inches
from 4 varieties of Penguin, Elephant Seal pups, Albatross and much more - taking in
their behaviour and true beauty. They became my friends! Taking pictures soon became
secondary to enjoying the finest of experiences imaginable.
Yes, It’s expensive, very tough going with long hikes, heavy backpacks and transport by
plane, boat and long off roading, but the Falklands puts my other International wildlife
travels into the shadow.
My 'Falklands Experience' presentation to camera clubs will
be available from the last quarter of 2019.
https://www.mhcphotography.co.uk/

More pictures by Mike on the next page.
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www.cheltenhamcameraclub.co.uk
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The Photography Show puts the latest kit from the leading brands under the spotlight,
alongside demonstrations, inspirational talks and masterclasses from experts. There are
numerous opportunities to practice skills and put the tech through its paces.
Highlights across the shows include:
 The Great Outdoors Stage: Covering landscape, wildlife and nature photography with
tips on setting up dramatic time lapse, to the tech and skills needed for macro shots
 Super Stage: Giving insights into the lives and careers of photography greats and
those at forefront of their profession
 Editing Suite: Sessions looking at basic retouching, adding effects, and what's
possible with the editing software out there across all skill levels
 Photo Live and Video Live Stages: Exciting practical demos focusing on a range of
technical applications, from lighting and flash use, to shooting action including dance
and sports
 Wedding & Portrait Stage: A variety of sessions from looking at how to tackle
weather challenges on someone’s special day to capturing the essence of emotion in a
family portrait
 In Motion and Behind the Lens Theatres: Discovering how to produce engaging
photography and video content, refining technique and embracing creativity
 Social Stage: Insightful seminars on mastering YouTube, Facebook and Twitter and
how to get seen by millions
 Drone Zone: Exploring the best tech in the marketplace for aerial photography and
film
The Photography Show is endorsed by key associations, including the Photographic
Alliance of Great Britain, the Association of Photographers, the Master Photographers
Association, the Royal Photographic Society, the British Institute of Professional
Photography, The Societies and the Disabled Photographers' Society.
Ruth Folkard, Event Manager for both The Photography Show and associated The Video
Show, said: “Huge advances in technology over the last few years have made

stills photography and film-making much more accessible. Add this to the
growth in social media channels, such as Instagram and there is a huge
demand for more information across film and photo, with our events providing
the perfect place to find all the answers and inspiration. Both The
Photography Show and The Video Show offer visitors a unique opportunity
to see first-hand the next generation of technology and offers enthusiasts all
they need to get started and progress.”
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AWARDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC MERIT

AUDIO VISUAL - GOOD NEWS
We have received enough applications to permit a One-Day
Adjudication for Awards in Photographic Merit in Audio Visual
on
Saturday 18 May , Wilmslow Guild, 1 Bourne Street, SK9 5HD.
We still have room for several more applicants. If you are considering having
a go, apply, via your Federation Awards Officer, IN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
Please note that we have reviewed APM Leaflet Six, reducing the time and
sequences required.
Make sure you have the current version http://www.thepagb.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/apm_leaflet_6.pdf

PLEASE DON’T DELAY – APPLY TODAY
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Nigel Cox

www.sleepytree.co.uk

Nigel started his photography at an early age when his father, who worked at Kodak, gave him
his first camera. He progressed to an SLR camera In his teens, and so started the photographic
journey that he has enjoyed for the last forty years.
The subject of his photography has been wide and varied,
but wildlife has always been of special interest, capturing
animals and birds in their natural environment. From the
tiny mouse to the rather large Bison, he shows us those
special moments. His birds in fight show his skill and his
determination to capture the most challenging aspects of
wildlife photography.
He has an ongoing project to create beautiful high key
mono images of wildlife treated in an artistic manner. His
picture of an Arctic Tern in flight has been highly praised
and awarded.
Recently, Nigel has spent more time producing beautiful
landscape images, usually captured in the early hours of
the morning when the light is perfect for this genre of
photography.

Arctic Tern in Flight

He is a highly successful member of the advanced group
at Amersham Photographic Society, a regular contributor
to International Salons and has received many awards.

Rat Trap by Nigel Cox was accepted into the Masters of Print 2018.

Nigel assures us that the rat escaped unharmed.
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Nigel Cox

More pictures by Nigel Cox

e-news began as a
one-page newsletter
distributed by e-mail
to Clubs.
It was to be a shortterm solution to cover
the loss of our Editor
for the printed PAGB
newsletter.
No-one anticipated its
longevity, or its growth
to a circulation of more
than 10,000 at its peak.
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Masters of
print

ON TOUR
-ooOoo-

The Old Schoolhouse
4 – 28 FEBRUARY 2018
Official Opening – All invited

9 February at 1.00pm
(see poster)
-ooOoo-

Wilkinson Cameras
4 Bold Street, Liverpool, L1 4DS
4 – 27 MARCH 2018
Official Opening – All invited

8 March at 7.00pm
-ooOoo-

All 60 framed pictures will be on view and catalogues will be on sale.
The 2018/19 masters of print exhibition will be on show at several other
venues across the UK. Watch out for announcements in e-news.
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